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CLIENT MEETING  
 

Client Mr. Liau Hon Chung(KOOPrime), Shin Koh(National Parks), Prof. Kam 

Minute Taker Jess Gaw 

Date & Time 28
th
 July 2010, 0915 

Venue National Parks Biodiversity Headquarter 

Absentees Naresh 
 

TOPICS 
1. Current Situation of National Parks 

2. BIOME Presentation 

3. Project Overview 

4. Loading of Data 

5. Attribute, Spatial Query, Highlight and Measurement 

6. Timeline 

Next Meeting 

CONTENT 
CURRENT SITUATION OF NATIONAL PARKS 

Discussion 

Biodiversity and environment information are not centralized and readily shared.  

Decisions are made without tapping the full potential of data and information available. 

Projects aren’t able to build on existing information and previous project / work done. 

National Parks vision their future state to have centralized data management providing 

security, analysis, exchange data and enhance decision making. 

 

BIOME PRESENTATION 

Discussion 

National Parks presented to the team on what BIOME is about. BIOME is a web 

based platform / portal that supports single repository. BIOME provides users able to 

search data in various sources and providing tools to carry out data analysis and 

reporting. In terms of data, there are 2 categories broken down, namely Species 

distribution (animal and plants) and Environmental data (from other environmental 

agencies). 

 

PROJECT OVERVIEW 

Discussion 

Project has to provide the following: 

 Data input processing 

 Search engine (spatial and non spatial) 

 Analytical and reporting tools 

 Target Audience: Researchers, Scientist, Public 

KooPrime will be handling User, Data and Security Management for BIOME. 

Project is due with 2 milestones. 1
st
 Milestone (non spatial) and 2

nd
 Milestone 

(Spatial) thereafter a final UAT. 

Project is called RIBA : Rich Internet Biodiversity Atlas 
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LOADING OF DATA 

 

ATTRIBUTE, SPATIAL QUERY, HIGHLIGHT AND MEASUREMENTS 

There will be maps from Singapore Land Authority (SLA) but team will have to use 
it with caution, not to overexpose. BIOME will need to handle user access for 
different user groups e.g. public users should not be able to see maps from SLA. 
(i.e. confidential layer) 

Data Projection has to be in WGS 84 Lat/Long standard to get correct mapping. 

Discussion 

National Parks will inform agencies to transform data into proper projections. 

There should be proper checking of data files with proper error messages for the 
following: 

 No projection 

 No metadata 

 Unsure of measurement 

 Wrong projection 

Data transformation will need expertise which will determine how to get the correct 
data by judging case to case, otherwise request specifically from data providers who 
should be able to transform or generate the right data. 

For administrators to upload new data (spatial and/or attribute) into PostGreSQL: 

There will be a small interface (loader) which the administrator will select the filename 
to upload. The loader will perform a basic check that the required files and projections 
are available before processing the upload. This loader will also be separated from 
RIBA but embedded in BIOME. 

Discussion 

Attribute Query 

There are 2 parts to attribute query: Search and Find a Location. 

Search is where users will input keyword and RIBA will generate markers relating to 
the keyword. 

Find a Location is where there will be a list of predefined list of locations where users 
will key in a location name and RIBA will highlight the area and provide that location’s 
information. 

Spatial Query 

3 types of spatial queries were discussed 

1. Operational query e.g. show temperature of >= 30 degree Celsius 

2. Buffer zone query e.g. 10m radius of a selected spatial entity 

a. Result should return a list of objects within that bugger 

3. SQL query - having a text box for SQL savvy users to query the data in any 
way they want it  

Report: access rights to download/print the report for different user groups should be 
programmed  

Highlight 

The web based application provides highlight function. Function can show highlight 
patterns that our eyes might not visually observed e.g. distribution of vulnerable trees 
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TIMELINE 

Discussion 

 Awareness Seminar (June Week 2) 

 Prototyping 1 (June Week 3 & 4) 

 Conceptual Development (July Week 1) 

 Prototyping 2 (July Week 2 – August Week 2) 

 Interaction & Usabilities Study (August Week 3) 

 RIBA Implementation & Documentation (August Week 4 – Sept Week 3) 

 UAT (Sept Week 4) 

RIBA Implementation has to be integrated with BIOME. 

WRAP UP 
Meeting adjourned @ 1130 

Next meeting details 
4

th 
August 2010, 1900 

SIS meeting room 4-6 

 

DISCLAIMER:  
Any amendments/feedback about the content must be given to minutes taker within 3 days 

from this adjourned meeting. Minutes taker will have to send the updated minutes within 1 

day for any amendments.  

across Singapore. 

Measurements 

Measurements is a newly requested function: 

1. Allow end users to measure distance on the map.  

2. Freehand drawing of the polygon to define the polygon area and calculate the 
area of the drawn polygon. However, this result will be on-site information, not 
for saving/keepsake/drawing 

Other functionalities to consider: 

 Regression model 

 Analytical grid 


